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SENSEable CITY GUIDE
WORLD MAP

Welcome to the SENSEable City Lab
– a cutting–edge multidisciplinary
research group that studies the
interface between cities, people, and
technologies and investigates how
the ubiquity of digital devices and the
various telecommunication networks
that augment our cities, are impacting
urban living. With an overall goal
of anticipating future trends, we
bring together researchers from
over a dozen academic disciplines
to work on groundbreaking
ideas and innovative real–world
demonstrations.
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Each academic year, the SENSEable
City Lab invites students at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to participate in the
Digital City Design Workshop. The
workshop seeks to provide pragmatic,
technological solutions that address
a key concern of urban living.
The SENSEable City Guide series
showcases this research which is
undertaken in partnership with cities
from across the world.
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SENSEable CITY LAB – MIT – BOSTON
SCL1 / The SENSEable City Laboratory
Fact Sheet
SCL2 / The SENSEable City as a
Cybernetic Mechanism of Sensing,
Analysis and Actuation
SCL3 / The SENSEable City
and Mechanisms of [Crowd–]Sensing

M

SCL4 / The SENSEable City
and Mechanisms of Actuation:
Networks and Neo–Cyborgs
SCL5 / The SENSEable City
and Mechanisms of Data
Analysis and Computation
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Public space is the connective tissue
of modern cities, providing conduits
and collecting areas for the flow of
people, materials, information, and
activities throughout the city. Roads
and sidewalks not only facilitate
movement of automobiles and
pedestrians, they are also the stage of
social life in the city, accommodating
a wide range of activities. Parks
and green spaces also house
temporary groups and activities,
while connecting the social lives of
the communities they serve. All of
these functions generate a constant
need for physical maintenance – the
infrastructures of the city must run
smoothly and cleanly, every day
and almost every hour. Residents
may not notice when everything is
going well, but they certainly speak
up when something is amiss.

Who should be held accountable
for maintaining the city? Madrid,
like many other cities in Spain
and around the world, relies on a
complex tension between elected
officials, bureaucrats, and private
companies to monitor and act on
the urban environment. Private
companies bid for service contracts
covering individual districts of the
city, while the local government
provides the regulatory framework
and also monitor the quality of
the urban services delivered.

There is little room for error in urban
services. Trash must be collected
before it accumulates and becomes a
nuisance, congests walkways or raises
public health concerns. Pavement
must frequently be repaired and
leveled, and streets swept, before
dust and litter overwhelm our
senses. Merely sensing these
problems in a timely fashion without
disrupting the flow of urban life
is a challenge for large, centrally
managed urban services. All these
acts of maintenance require some
degree of participation from the
citizens, but the coordination and
communication between citizens
and urban services is a perennial
complaint in modern cities. Beyond
this, cities also seek economic
and environmental sustainability,
to reduce the energy used and
emissions produced in maintaining
the same quality of life, a goal that
sometimes conflicts, and at other
times aligns, with the goal of reducing
the overall operating budgets.

– Parks, green space, and street
tree planting and upkeep

Our partner in the project, the urban
management company Ferrovial
Servicios, operates the following
services in different parts of Madrid.
– Street/sidewalk cleaning
and maintenance

– Recycling and trash collection from
private homes and businesses
– Public waste bin collection
and upkeep
Both the city and the company rely
on accurate and timely information
about the condition of the urban
spaces that have to be maintained –
the company for efficiently planning
their operations, and the city for
ensuring the contracts are fulfilled
and monitoring the quality of service
rendered. However, currently all
services and information gathered are
based on rigid schedules rather than
on actual demand. Requirements for
daily trash pickup or street cleaning
crews ignore the fact that many
bins and streets do not need to be
serviced daily, and reducing the
frequency of trips would save both
the city and companies significant

costs if the end results are the
same. Likewise indicators, such as
the number of cigarettes found in
ashtrays during spot checks, are often
arbitrary and do not appropriately
reflect the quality of maintenance.
What the city and companies both
agree on is the need for a more timely,
accurate picture of the state of the
city. Knowing the level of waste
in bins, the presence of litter on
sidewalks, potholes in streets, and
disease in street trees, all in real–time,
would not only help companies use
resources more efficiently, but also
let cities objectively evaluate whether
their needs are being met. Yet, with
the advent of ubiquitous sensing
and communication networks, we
have the opportunity to make such
real–time awareness possible. In
spring of 2012, six students – Cara
Ferrentino, Francisco Humeres, Laia
Mogas–Soldevila, Minjee Kim, Travis
Bost, and Zachary Youngerman
– from the Senseable City Lab’s
Digital City Design Workshop
travelled to Madrid to meet with
Ferrovial Servicios and understand
the scope of this challenge.
During this trip, the students toured
many facilities and saw urban
services firsthand: the M–30, a
heavily–used, partly underground
expressway closely monitored by
sensors and cameras; street cleaning
vehicles operating on Madrid streets;
and finally the management of the
Parque Juan Carlos I, a huge municipal
park entirely managed by Ferrovial
Servicios, whose responsibilities
include planting, trimming, cleaning,
and monitoring all its living systems.
Waste management was the most
complex process witnessed, with
a variety of collection vehicles,
bins of varying shapes and sizes,

SCG MADRID / INTRODUCTION
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and aggregating strategies. Some
neighborhoods enjoyed door–to–
door waste pickup, with dynamic
recycling bins that rise out of the
pavement for collection. Others
featured more static, public collection
points deployed in street parking
spots, requiring emptying by manual
workers or large crane–equipped
trucks. Students also took particular
notice of puntos limpios, all–in–one
drop–off points for large items
and hazardous materials, as well
as informal but tolerated behavior
like leaving old furniture out on
sidewalks. One striking example
of future waste systems was an
entire residential neighborhood
serviced by an integrated pneumatic
tube system, with suction points
located throughout, pulling
waste and recyclables into a
centralized transport facility.
Ultimately, the six members of
the Madrid team produced three
distinct technological approaches:
distributed sensing to detect service
needs throughout the city in real–
time; intelligent infrastructure to
reduce overall amount of waste
and increase upcycling; and cheap,
efficient sensing and tracking of
trash to enable easier sorting. Every
student was keen to engage citizens
in the sensing, management, and
design of city services using these
approaches. We, the instructors,
further challenged them to look
beyond simply making these opaque
processes visible, but to find the right
incentives and interfaces that would
make citizen participation both
relevant and rewarding to citizens
on a daily basis. The students would
have to design whole systems, not art
installations, to convince the city and
Ferrovial Servicios that urban services
could be transformed by intelligence.
Minjee and Laia each tackled
the management of the urban
environment. Minjee’s project, the
Street Information System (SIS),
leverages the existing fleet of vehicles
that roam and clean the streets to
also provide frequent 3D scans of

the streetscape. High–resolution
cameras and Light Detection and
Ranging sensors (LIDAR) would be
mounted on trucks, locating debris
and sidewalk defects that need
immediate attention, while also
building accurate 3D models of the
city at street level for long–term
planning. Laia focused on green
spaces of the city; her application
uses an Augmented Reality interface
to help citizens detect and report
problems in parks and other urban
plantings. Like SIS, Laia’s Urban
Gardener app aims to improve
intelligence on how people interact
with public spaces, and adapts their
preferences and observations in the
long–term design of these spaces.
Kara and Travis took special interest
in reusing materials to reduce overall
waste. Kara’s Basurcambio enhanced
the network of puntos limpios, using
cheap 3D cameras to broadcast what
materials citizens bring to dispose
of. By opening up the puntos limpios
to the rest of the city, and placing
smaller augmented drop–off points
on city streets, Basurcambio creates
more opportunities for people to
reuse other people’s items. Travis
looked at larger supply and removal
chains, using bar code scanners to
detect materials that companies
are collecting to reprocess into
new products. His augmented
waste bins also tap into a growing
network of companies who take
greater responsibility for the
packaging their products generate.
Zachary also designed an augmented
waste bin, called the Sensing Panzon,
to drive behavioral change in how
citizens use public waste bins. The
waste bin uses a variety of sensors,
including ways to detect smell and
material, to gauge whether trash was
placed in the correct bin. LEDs and
speakers provide immediate positive
feedback to the users, while wireless
communication also provides the
waste collector with intelligence
on which bins need to be emptied
when. By contrast, Francisco monitors
sorting at the service end, by tagging

trash items with passive RFID tags
which can be detected at the sorting
facilities to ensure that recyclable
materials are going to the right
places. Because this approach relies
on many citizens voluntarily tagging
their trash, he also designed a social
game around it, letting people seek
rewards for responsible recycling
and allowing them to compare
their performance with friends.
In conclusion, the projects and
designs of the students revealed
universal tensions in the way cities
are managed and will be managed
in the future. The relationship
between the individual and the
infrastructural system has to be
constantly renegotiated: how does
the behavior of the individual align
with the intentions of the system
designers? To what extent can the
system acknowledge individual
preferences and needs? What needs
to be centralized, what can be self–
organized? The classic infrastructural
paradigm of the invisible system that
quietly operates in the background
is not applicable anymore. Rising
environmental awareness and
economic pressure requires citizens
to make conscious decisions about
how to use the infrastructure on a
daily basis. An increasing number of
infrastructural companies, interest
groups and general stakeholders
have replaced the classic duality of
the government as the provider of
the service and the citizen as the
consumer. In this complex network
of services and actors, transparency
has become an important challenge.
People have questions about how
their city operates, the city needs to
be able to understand the condition
of the urban environment, and
companies such as Ferrovial Servicios
need new information to know how
to best address the needs of their
clients. In this context, the student
projects have shown provocative
new approaches towards a new
emphasis on the individual within
the infrastructural systems.

M1
Basurcambio
by Cara Ferrentino

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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Basurcambio provides citizens in
Madrid with the capacity to capture
value from objects that otherwise
would be relegated to the trash.
The project comprises a network of
small installations – enhancements
to existing waste collection
infrastructure – capable of sensing
and transmitting information about
items left at waste collection points
to people who may be interested in
these items. As a result of this project,
more citizens will be able to reuse,
repair, and otherwise make use of
discarded objects. As more items
are diverted from the regular trash
stream, the City of Madrid will be able
to reduce waste collection and street
cleaning expenditures. Furthermore,
Cespa, a company contracted by the
city to provide these urban services,
improves its ability to tailor waste
collection and street cleaning to
real–time needs and conditions.
Basurcambio provides a digital–age
response to the idea that one
person’s trash is another’s treasure.
Basurcambio works by disrupting
and prolonging the typical object
lifecycle before it concludes at final
disposal; this disruption occurs after
an individual discards an item and
before it is collected by an urban
service provider. Disruptions take
place at two sets of venues where
reusable items already accumulate
in the public sphere: small street
collection points and large puntos
limpios.
Street collection points are
designated stretches of sidewalk
where residents, and some small
shopkeepers, are allowed to deposit
waste for collection. Each day, the
service provider sends a truck and
two workers to collect these large
items; a labor and time intensive
operation (see photo above, right).
Puntos limpios are larger sites located
in outer districts of Madrid where
residents are obligated to bring
potentially hazardous and non–
standard items, such as batteries,
toner cartridges, electronics,
mattresses, furniture, wood, metal,
appliances, and other household

goods (see photos above, right).
Some items brought to puntos
limpios, such as clothing and shoes,
are collected for donation and reuse.
Other items contain metals that the
City collects and sells for profit. Many
materials are ultimately recycled
by a third party recycler. However,
many of the items brought to puntos
limpios – such as broken appliances
or furniture – could be repaired,
recrafted, or reused. Thousands of
residents visit puntos limpios each
week, and with the Basurcambio
network, they may be encouraged to
visit more frequently. Furthermore,
punto limpio attendants report that
citizens frequently ask if they can
take items from puntos limpios (see
photo right). Although this is not
allowed by the City, more individuals
have been asking due to Spain’s

Items placed at a designated sidewalk waste
collection site.

Basurcambio provides a digital–age
response to the idea that one person’s
trash is another’s treasure.
economic difficulties.
The Basurcambio network works
in parallel to Cespa’s current
operations. First, residents and small
business owners bring unwanted
items to their regular street waste
collection points or puntos limpios,
as per usual. Second, 3–D image
scanners automatically sense and
identify items and transmit this
information to each waste collection
point’s online repository and public
website for individuals to browse.
News that items are available is
broadcast by text, twitter, or e–mail
to individuals who have signed up to
receive updates on their phones or
computers when they are within a
certain distance from the collection
point. Third, citizens claim items,
which then no longer appear as
available on the Basurcambio
website. Cespa then uses this network
of street collection points and their
real–time information to adjust its
waste collection activities as needed.
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Monitors and televisions at a punto limpio.

How It Works

Punto limpio attendants report that citizens
frequently ask if they can take items from punto
limpios.

SCG MADRID / M1 / BASURCAMBIO

Refrigerators accumulating at a punto limpio.
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At street side collection points
(Venue 1 above), residents and small
shopkeepers deposit unwanted
items as usual. Information is
collected about these items from
image and depth scanners. In
addition, passerbys can comment
on available items, crowdsourcing
details about condition or potential
use. A QR code posted subtly near
the collection point provides
information about Basurcambio and
encourages passerbys to take items.
Items left at neighborhood waste
collection points are available on
a first–come, first–served basis to
facilitate rapid turnover and to help
Cespa dramatically curtail its manual
waste collection activities.
At puntos limpios (Venue 2), it is
required for citizens to check–in
with a punto limpio site attendent,
who monitors what each household
brings and helps individuals sort
their waste. With Basurcambio, the
attendant directs citizens to bring
reusable items to a central stucture,
where objects are scanned in 3–D.
As scanning takes place, former
owners are prompted to input a
few item characteristics (such as
needed repairs or parts) into a
computer at the scanning station.
When they finish, a unique QR
code is printed for them to affix to
their item, and these characeristics
along with the 3–D image of the
item are automatically uploaded to
the Basurcambio webpage for that
punto limpio (similar to Oxfam’s pilot
project “Shelf Life,” where QR codes
contain the stories of items donated
to Oxfam stores in Manchester, UK.)
An RFID is distributed, or embedded,
along with the QR code. These RFIDs
are detected as items leave the sole
entry–point to the punto limpio,
updating the online inventory of
available items. After affixing the
QR code and RFID to their items,
individuals place the objects they
have brought in the Basurcambio
exchange area. From scanning to
display, an individual’s participation
need take no longer than one
minute.
Puntos limpios attract reusable

items of potentially higher value
than items left at street collection
points, but they are thinly
dispersed across the City. Therefore,
Basurcambio includes an online
reservation system that allows
individuals to request temporary
“holds” on items they cannot
pick up immediately from puntos
limpios. To request holds, users

must create an online Basurcambio
“account” that includes their credit
card information. After creating an
account, individuals can reserve as
many items as they would like at
the cost of €5 per item successfully
reserved. Charging a small fee deters
individuals from making reservations
they are not confident they can
keep, and collected funds help offset

VENUE 1:
SIDEWALK COLLECTION POINTS

Citizens drop off unwanted items to sidewalk
waste collection points.

3–D image scanners sense and identify items,
transmitting this information to the collection
point website.

Curious passerbys scan QR code, access site, tag
and commment.

Madrileños pick up items for reuse or repair.

before the punto limpio closing time
on the same day as the reservation
was made. After this point, all held
items become available on a first–
come, first–served basis, preventing
items from lingering in the reserve
area. If an individual arrives at a
punto limpio and finds that the item
he or she reserved is no longer there
for any reason, he or she receives
a refund. However, individuals do
not receive refunds if they do not
come to the punto limpio to collect
their items. In addition, if a site
attendant cannot find an item (e.g.,

Basurcambio
Punto Limpio Alcobendas
User: cferr543
Reservaciones: 1
Tiempo para recoger: 3:56
Edad:
Reparaciones necesitas:
Otras notas:

RESERVA

hacer click para todos...

Punto Limpio Reservation App Photo credits:
Tomy Lees, Kevin Simpson, John Bell
(Creative Commons)

it was taken immediately after the
online reservation was placed), no
reservation is placed and no funds
are exchanged.
The Basurcambio reservation
system at puntos limpios requires
the assistance of site attendants,
but several features minimize this
additional burden. First, attendants
already check–in visitors and
monitor what items they bring into
the site, which serves as the perfect
entry point for them to help direct
which materials go into the reuse
part of puntos limpios and which
should stay in the regular waste
stream, reducing the likelihood
that items languish in the swap
area unclaimed. Second, visitors
are responsible for scanning and
displaying the objects that they
bring, meaning that attendees
assist primarily with the reservation
system. Third, there is a fifteen
minute buffer period after online
reservations are made, meaning
that attendants shouldn’t have to
drop whatever they are doing to
fulfill an online request. Finally, by
requiring payment for reservations,
individuals are discouraged from
making reservations that they are
not confident can be kept.

Sidewalk Collection Point Site
© OpenStreetMap contributors, CC BY–SA
openstreetmap.org

VENUE 2:
PUNTOS LIMPIOS
dropping off non–reusable items

entering the Basurcambio structure

checking in with the punto limpio attendant
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the costs of the online reservation
system. When individuals request
a hold on an item, this activates a
fifteen minute countdown during
which site attendants locate and
remove the requested item from
the general distribution area. Once
this occurs, the attendant confirms
that the hold has been placed, the
individual’s account is charged, and
this individual receives a reservation
code, which he or she can scan to
gain access to a separate area where
reserved items are held. However,
items must be collected one hour

14
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Because Basurcambio takes place
at both sidewalk collection points
and at puntos limpios, it has
two distinct sets of implications
and opportunities for the urban
environment. First, because
sidewalks influence the character
of Madrid’s streets, it is important
to prevent collection points from
become “dumping grounds” for
true trash: objects that are dirty or
otherwise unfit for anything but
disposal. Sidewalk collection points
should instead be places of interest
and intrigue, where everyone from
tourists to residents has the chance
to participate in the exchange. This
project invites investigation by the
inclusion of a visibly posted QR code
that, when scanned, takes curious
citizens to the site location url. In
addition, each neighborhood can
choose whether or not to place a
physical installation – ideally using
recycled or repurposed materials
– at their waste collection and

exchange point. For example, one
neighborhood could decorate the
sidewalk of the collection point with
paint, or special tiles, to indicate the
boundary to which waste should be
placed. Another neighborhood might
wish to construct a small platform,
on which waste could be situated,
and perhaps even rotated. Because
collection points are frequently
next to trees, other neighborhoods
might wish to create complementary
plant like structure with branches to
support items designated for reuse,
or lights to illuminate objects by
night.
Of course, other neighborhoods
might choose not to install anything,
but those that did would have
the option of initiating dynamic,
co–created public art installations.
Because discarded items already
accumulate at these sites, residents
will likely be interested in improving
the aesthetics of these locations,
and local artists could be engaged in
this pursuit.

VENUE 1:
SIDEWALK COLLECTION POINTS

Puntos limpios are somewhat
removed from the urban fabric by
nature. They are larger sites with
defined and fenced perimeters,
closed at night to prevent theft.
Because significant space is required
for these sites, they are primarily
located in outer districts of the
city, accessible primarily by car. The
main changes that the Basurcambio
network brings to puntos limpios are
increased traffic and the addition of
a central structure where scanning,
swapping, and the display of
materials takes place. This central
structure features 3D scanners, QR
code generators and scanners (see
below), object displays, and a secure
room accessible only to individuals
with reservation codes.

15
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VENUE 2: PUNTOS LIMPIOS

© OpenStreetMap contributors, CC BY–SA
openstreetmap.org
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There are three types of sensing
technologies at work in the
Basurcambio project. The first type
of sensing provides a mechanism
for transmitting knowledge about
the characteristics of items, such
as age, condition, needed parts or
repairs, etc., from old to new owners.
By inputting these characteristics
into a web form, owners can print
unique QR codes at home or work
and affix these codes to unneeded
items. The item’s new owners then
scan these codes to access the web
form’s contents and gain information
about their new possessions. Some
former owners won’t take the time
to print out QR codes, however item
exchange still functions smoothly
at street collection points even if
no codes are present. In addition,
puntos limpios include QR scanners
and displays for individuals without
smart phones.
The second category of technology is
image and 3D scanning. An example
of this technology in action is the
Microsoft Kinect, a motion sensing
device capable of recognizing body
movement and depth. Kinect works
by using infrared and video cameras
capable of producing standard raster
images as well as depth images,
where distance is coded into pixels.
Because of its applications for
gaming, the Kinect is excellent at
detecting human movement as
well as the presence and absence
of objects at around 6’ – 10’ away
from the cameras. Presently, a
Kinect–like device can detect when
individuals drop off, or take, objects
from waste collection points by
tracking human movements. Second,
the device can identify when street
waste collection points are empty,
information that Cespa can use to
tailor its collection routes. In this
most basic form, Kinect’s information
could be supplemented by regular
raster images of waste collection
point, crowd–sourced details about
available objects for individuals to
gain information, and information
that individuals designate in QR
codes and affix to individual items
(therefore available at puntos

limpios).
The technology can be scaled over
time as sensing capabilities and
sensitivity improve. In the future,
Kinect’s capabilities will likely expand
to include recognition of the objects
brought to waste collection points. In
addition, over time Kinect will likely
become less sensitive to glare and
reflections, which currently distort its
images (in the outdoor images on the
next page, the top of the chair does
not register).
The third category of technology is
RFID, which allows the Basurcambio
online repository to contain accurate
information about which items are
still available at punto limpio sites. (In
contrast, at street collection points
objects are constantly monitored.)
When individuals drop off items to
puntos limpios, they record item
characteristics while their items are
scanned, print a unique QR code
based on this information, and then
affix both the code and an RFID
tag to items before placing them
in the display area. RFID could be
embedded in the QR code; without
a battery pack, the RFID would be
scanned only as the item left the
punto limpio. Another option would
be for the RFID to be separate from
the QR code, with a battery pack able
to capture information about objects’
new trajectories. Users who did not
wish to be tracked could place the
RFIDs on objects they were taking in
secure box at the exit of the punto
limpio. Either way, when the RFID tag
leaves the site perimeter, or is placed
into the special repository, the punto
limpio website updates so that this
item is no longer shown as available.

© Simon Garnier – http://www.simongarnier.org
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VENUE 2:
PUNTOS LIMPIOS

Curious passersby scan QR code, access site, tag and comment.
At puntos limpios, residents bring their items to the scanner.

KINECT DEMOS OUTDOOR

As items are scanned, weighed, and – eventually – identified, individuals fill out basic information about
the items they’ve brought at an adjacent station. When this step is complete, the station prints a unique
QR code and RFID, which individuals afix to the items they’ve brought.

Next, individuals place these materials in the display area. RFIDs are scanned at a distance as items leave
the punto limpio, allowing them to be removed from the available inventory.

Photo credits and grateful acknowledgements to
Kael Greco

SCG MADRID / M1 / BASURCAMBIO

KINECT DEMOS INDOOR
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The possibilities of Basurcambio are
endless. The project allows items to
be repaired, creatively repurposed,
or otherwise combined into new
uses. These actions are already
taking place in Madrid. Basurama
(whose workshop is shown in this
image) is a group of artists based in
Madrid who work to raise awareness
and understanding of waste
through their installations, which
consist of trash and recyclables.
The group Madrid Recycla, part
of the Freecycle Network (R), is an
online platform where users post
offers of (free) unneeded items; the
group has over 3000 members in
Madrid. Finally, staff members at
puntos limpios report that some
Madrileños ask to take away items
that others have brought, although
this is illegal. These requests have
grown more frequent in recent years
due to Spain’s economic troubles.
Through Basurcambio, as citizens
make increased use of each others’
unwanted items, fewer reusable
objects pass into final disposal–used
instead for creative and economic
endeavors.

19
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Cara Ferrentino is a first–year
masters student in city planning
concentrating in City Design &
Development and Environmental
Policy & Planning. Originally from
upstate New York, Cara received a BA
in Environmental Science & Public
Policy from Harvard College in 2008
and an MPhil in Environmental Policy
from the University of Cambridge
in 2011. Cara formerly worked for
Harvard’s Office for Sustainability
managing the reuse and resource
conservation efforts at Harvard Law
School. There she organized many
“Freecycle” events, and observed how
individuals find tremendous value in
the items that others discard

M2
El Juego

by Francisco Humeres

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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PROBLEM
CONTEXT

THE PROBLEM: TRASH STREAMING
AND PERFORMANCE

RECYCLING IS NOT CHARITY

To exemplify the impact of incorrect
sorting on the overall recycling
process, imagine a scenario where
there is only one recyclable, whether
it be plastic bottles, metallic cans,
cardboard, etc. This recyclable has
its own specialized sorting facility,
which using cutting-edge technology
filters the trash. The output of the
facility is sold in the form of raw
materials to manufacturers.

Despite their promising figures,
the Spanish authorities have
acknowledged an issue with sorting
trash. The problem is widespread
throughout the different actors
involved in the recycling chain; it is
a fundamental lack of knowledge in
how to sort the waste. According to
the city council the process of sorting
and processing the trash cannot be
improved further. This is partly true,
as following EU guidelines, the user
is provided with a clear classification
scheme (based on color), trash
containers are designed to only
allow certain types of trash in the
receptacle, and the sorting facilities
possess cutting-edge technology
for filtering trash such as magnets,
ballistic tubes, near-infra red sensors,
etc.). However, within this broad
classification, where does trash fit
if it straddles multiple categories?
Often it is introduced within the
wrong stream and hinders the
process of recycling.
Among the reactions to this problem
it is not uncommon to find ethical
appeals. For example, the following
catchphrase is abundant on several
Spanish websites: “Recycling is
conceived in Spain as an act of god
will [.........] The problem is that many
people do not have good will (!) or
others are skeptics.” This attitude
conceals what Slavoj Zizek calls “The
Farce of Charity” (see his RSA video
on You Tube for more information).
When regarding recycling as an act
of good will, firstly, people do not
recognize that their waste has a
value: manufacturers pay for recycled
raw materials. Secondly, by assigning
a moral value to the act of recycling
the incentive is in fact perverse:
people tend to focus on the quantity
of waste they have recycled (and thus
how much they have contributed
to “saving the planet”), rather than
the enormous volume that has been
incorrectly classified during disposal.

Unfortunately, due to the high costs
it accrues, the “impropios” i.e. the
waste that does not belong to that
category of recyclables is usually
sent to a landfill, instead of being
reintroduced into the system. Taking
a more broad view of the trash

stream, looking at it in terms of rate:
how much useful trash am I getting
per minute or per second? If the
trash entering the facility alternates
with “impropios”, the rate of useful,
recyclable trash is lowered, and
the velocity of the recycling stream
diminishes, as well as the profits.
Gathering reliable measurement
of the waste stream itself is also
a complex task, if not a “quixotic”
task. Spain, as part of the European
Union, has to comply with strict
recycling targets. The assessment of
Spain’s performance in relation to
these targets has not been without
controversy. The new corporations
that manage the recycling system
(such as EcoEmbes and EcoVidrio,
which operate the classification
facilities) claim that the goals have

“Recycling is
conceived in
Spain as an act of
god will [...]The
problem is that
many people do
not have good will
(!) or others are
skeptics.”
FACILITIES

LANDFILL

t

Lets take the veil of morality, and reveal the
fact (that is rather obvious) that waste has
a monetary value. The incorrect sorting
of trash hinders the process of recycling
and, when though in terms of rate of
flow, causes sere financial losses that are
distributed among the recycling system.

The irony is that on many occasions,
both, the authorities and the
environmentalists resort to the same
database (provided by EuroStats,
the European Office of Statistics).

Usually the figures are given as broad
statistical aggregates (“the recycled
waste could fill X football fields”),
while the method for estimating the
figures is usually unclear.
A real time assessment system,
based on the relative flow
(today vs. yesterday, this hour
compared to the last one) could
save time and resources spent on
cumbersome measurements. And
more importantly, detect where the
financial losses are happening (saving
resources, time and money).

Recycling figures reported by EcoEmbes and published by a spanish newspaper on 2012, retrieved from http://noticias999.com/a/1140491/la_unión_europea_publica_un_ranking_sobre_el_reciclaje.

Recycling figures reported by the British newspaper The Guardian (2010), retrieved from http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/blog/2010/apr/14/conservative–manifesto–eu–recycling–graph
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been largely achieved and that Spain
is in a good situation compared
to the rest of the EU. Meanwhile,
Spanish environmental organizations
complain about the misuse of
distorted figures, and accuse
the authorities of being opaque
and conducting a disinformation
campaign.
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CROWDSOURCING, TAGGING
AND STATISTICAL INFERENCE

1

The rulers of Saxony faced a very
similar problem at the end of the 18th
century. For taxing purposes they
needed to determine the amount
of useful wood within the forests.
This was a vey difficult task, as the
trees varied considerably in size
and foliage. How could the volume
of useful wood be determined if
the trees could not be counted in
practical terms? The forest expert
Johann Gottlieb Beckmann came
with the solution, resorting to three
components: Crowdsouring, Tagging,
and Statistical Inference.
For more reference see the book
“Seeing like a State” by James C. Cook.

3
Norrmal Distribution, retrieved from http://articles.mql4.com/471.

2
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Forest in Sxony, by Dave Derbis, retrieved from http://www.dave–derbis.de/photo/teichstein–herbst–autumn–elements/ql4.com/471.

1
Beckmann gave a set of colored nails
to a group of surveyors with basic
training on how to distinguis the tress
by their type of wood. Each surveyor
was given a determined amount of
nails for each color.

2

When the surveyors came back after
tagging the trees, Beckmann counted
the remaining nails, a simple arithmetic difference.

3
Beckmann resorted to statistical models to assess how representative was
the sample, and infer the percentage
of useful wood in the forest. He later
developed tables and the process was
continued by the surveyor themselves.
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SOLUTION:
THE GAME
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This project is proposed both as
a solution and a hypothesis to be
tested: people with the correct
incentives (instead of punitive
measures) can participate actively
in the recycling system. In order to
solve the problem and prove the
hypothesis, the project is comprised
of 3 components: crowdsourcing,
tagging, and a game.
The game starts with stickers,
which will be provided by Ferrovial
at supermarkets and convenience
stores, and will be available at a low
cost. Each sticker will contain an RFID
tag, a QR code and a color (yellow,
blue and black). The objective of the
game is simple: match the correct
color with the corresponding piece
of trash. Each color accounts for
one of the broad trash categories
that are already in use in Spain:
yellow for plastic and metallic cans,
blue for cardboard and paper, and
black for glass. Looking down the
chain to the treatment facilities, the
manual classification takes away
the impropios (improper trash) at
the beginning, and at the end, the
remaining impropios that were not
selected by the filters are removed.
At the beginning and the end of
the sorting facilities process, two
gateways that read the RFID tags are
placed. By getting a piece of tagged
trash through the first gateway
a player earns points. By simple
subtraction, we can determine the
accuracy of the player i.e. if a piece of
trash goes through both gateways,
then it was not correctly labeled.
Every time a player scores (labels
the trash appropriately) more points
are added. Finally, when the player
wants, the score is translated into
cash.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE GAME: THE
SOCIAL NETWORK.
The game is hosted on a social
network interface. Whenever a player
desires, they can access an online
Ferrovial application (through their
computer, smartphone or even ATM’s).
There, they can add as many UPC
codes to their account. Conversely,

if the user wants to quickly access
their account they can just scan one
of the UPC codes already in their
possession. Through the account,
the player can check their score,
receive feeds from Ferrovial, access
detailed stats, and print more codes.
By scanning them at ATM’s or a
convenience store the user can reset
the score of their account and get the
corresponding cash (or discounts).
But the player is not alone, they are
a part of a larger network, and can
form what in graph theory are known
as “cliques”, sets of fully connected
nodes; or in practical terms “teams”.
The player will be incentivized to
form teams in two ways. First, the
overall weighted score of the team
acts as a “multiplier” for the score
of the individual player. And second,
if the player has doubts about the
tagging of a specific piece of trash,
they can upload a picture to a color
filter embedded in the Ferrovial app
and show it to other members of the
team. If the reviewer was right, they
get an additional “review” score.
Every time a new player wants to join
the team, their “goals” and “review”
scores will be shown to the rest who
have to admit them. In this way, the
system can ensure that the teams will
not be too large, and that they will
be composed of a mix of players with
different skills.
The principle of the game is simple.
The financial losses that currently
pervade the system could be reduced
with this incentive for sorting the
trash. A large share of these new
profits would go to where they
originated from: the people. The
remainder would be enough for the
actors involved in the management
of the recycling system to invest in a
low-cost solution and keep track of it.

List of what can go (SI) and what cannot into every
container (NO), included in the Plan for Reycling
of the Comunidad de Madrid (2002).

The corresponding trash for each container. Image
included in Comunidad de Madrid Reciclying
guide.
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RFID TAG

ADHESIVE LAYER

RFID label retrieved from http://www2.ministries–online.org/biometrics/rfidchip2.html.

THE LABELS
The labels, that will be provided
in rolls at the supermarkets, are
composed of three layers. The proper
label, with the respective color
according to the trash category, and a
QR Code, unique for every roll.
The following layer is composed by
a RFID Tag, which can be tracked by
special anthenas at a short range
distance (between 3–10 mts.) Finally
an adhesive layer seals the bottom of
the label.

Image retrieved from http://www.rf–
id.com/2rfid13.56/1356taglabels.htm

How does the player incorporates
officialy into the game? By a web
application run by Ferrovial that can
be accessed from the computer, a
smartphone or even cash dispensers.
The player access his account
(which can be a fantasy anonymous
account), and scans the QR code
which is added to his account. The
player can accumulate several QR
codes into his account, and if he
wishes to access his profile more
easily he just needs to scan one of
those codes.
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How does the system knows whic
player labeled the trash, and in a
correct way? Gateways will be placed
over the conveyor belts at the recycling facilities. Each one will hold an
RFID antena that tracks the path of
the tags. The rule is simple: There will
be two kind of gateways, the green
ones which add score, and the red
ones, which add no points.

+ POINTS

THE BLACK BOX

THE SCORING

How are the gateways placed into the
recycling facilities in order to spot the
labeled trash? Think of the facilities as
black boxes: Abstract entities which
can be thought in terms of their
input and output, overlooking their
complex inner working. The gateways
will be placed at the Input and Output
points, that is, at the beginning of the
sorting chain, and at the end of the
filtering process, where the useless
trash is rejected (red gateway) or the
useful trash (green gateway) is sent to
compacting, crushing and other treatment processes.

The global score accumulated by
the player is translated into money
equivalent. When the player desires,
he can show any of his QR codes at
convenience stores or customized
ATM’s, reset his score, and obtain
discounts or cash.

Flow diagram of a typical waste classification facility, based on image provided COGERSA, retrieved
from http://www.cogersa.es/metaspace/portal/14498/19175.

0 POINTS

Images from the advertising campaing of a
Peruvian Bank (BCP), based on a antropomorphic
guinea pig. The concept is that the animal (Yoda–
style wise investment advisor), gives instant cash
to small business owners.. For more reference
search for “Cuy Magico” on You Tube.
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HOW THE GAME BECOMES A
NETWORK: A TALE.
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The player through his account can
access detailed stats of his performance, as well as the money accumulated. But he can also a powerful tool:
Form teams. Within a team, the player
not only gets multiplied his score
by the overall performance of his
teamates, but also can ask his friends
for help. His teamates can correct his
labeling, give recommendations, and
thus add extre “review” score.

THE BLACK BOX

THE BLACK BOX

1

2

3

Ronaldo is a natural born scorer. He
gets a lot of his labeled trash through
several green gateways. However,
during the last days he has been receiveing negative feeds from ferrovial,
some of his trash has being going
through red gateways, and as Ferrovial informs him, he has been losing
a lot of potential cash.

Ronaldo is certainly bothered: He
thinks he is pretty and extremely
talented, so he deserves higher
profits. So he sends a message to
his teamate Iker, a goalpeeker good
at doing the dirty job: Reviewing
the trash. Through a color filter that
is embedded in the Ferrovial app
Ronaldo sends a picture of one of his
labeled pieces of trash to Iker. Iker
checks the picture, and tells Ronaldo
that he has labeled correctly the
trash. Afterwards, as Real Madrid was
disqualified from the final of the UEFA
Champions League, he invites Ronaldo to watch the game at his place.

Finally, the labeled trash is tracked
succesfully through two green gateways. Ronaldo received a feed that he
has scored, and Iker receives a feed
indicating that he had a successful review. Not like the real football teams,
Iker gets a higher score (and money)
than Ronaldo by doing the dirty work.
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EXPANDING THE SENSING
NETWORK: TOWARDS THE
TOPOLOGY OF TRASH.
The RFID antennas vary widely in
their format and configuration, from
portals to dipoles. In most of them the
basic principle is the same: A metallic
wire wrapped as a coil that generates
an electromagnetic field. Taking advantage of this feature, and thinking
on the future; What if this coils could
be wrapped at the containers of the
“Puntos Limpios” (large waste disposal areas for varied kinds of trash),
or even the landfills? The landscape of
Madrid could be interpreted in other
way. By abstracting the network of
Puntos Limpios, Classification Centers
and Landfills a new “Topology of
Trash” starts to emerge.

LANDFILL

PUNTO LIMPIO

Punto Limpio wired with copper cables, acting as
large–scale antennas.

CLASSIFICATION CENTER

Pinto Landfill on the outskirts of Madrid, wired
with a continous series of antennas.

Locations derived from information of the Comunidad de Madrid, and located on Google Maps (may be
innacurate).
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THE TRASHSCAPE

TRASHONIFEROUS

GARBAGEVICIAN

WASTECAMBRIAN
TRASHOZOIC

“Stack”, 1975, by Tony Cragg. Retrieved from
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/cragg–
stack–t07428.
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Based on the Trash Topology new
ways of interpreting Madrid’s landscape could be devised. What if the
areas within the links with the higher
trash circulation speed are compressed, like the travel cartograms?
What if new peaks and valleys emerge
on the areas with overload and underuse of the waste infrastructure? What
if at the landfills we could distinguish,
as geological strata, the layers of antiquity of trash, and thus now the real
efficiency of the reciclying process
on time? What would imply in terms
of accountability? (Imagine a player
could access the information about
the final destiny of his trash).
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THE SYSTEM:
RECYCLE DYNAMICS
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However, there should be no confusion: The visualizations are not an
end, but a mean. If the underlying
data that generates them is hard–
wired into a dynamic predictive
system, the potential for acting in real
time on the system is considerable.
The frequency of the waste services
could be increased at certain areas in
real time, and even more, new schedules and ruotes could be devised to
satisfy the changing demands.

17 MAY 12:30 PM

17 MAY 01:00 PM

T0

–
+

At this point finally, and implicit goal
of the project is met. The game is not
a toy, is a network that makes visible
to the people the “invisible” netowork
of waste. But in a rather different way
than the “invisible cities” pictured
by Marco Polo to the Khan in Italo
Calvino’s fiction, here the data would
be more precise than ever. The game
is not more than a network that aims
to match this other invisible network.

Built growth diagram from Christopher Alexander
et. al. “A New Theory of Urban Design”, 1987.

RECYCLING
EFFICIENCY
THRESHOLD

MODEL OUTPUT
AND PREDICTION
Image of World’s population growth
simulated with Systems Dynamics, by
Mark Strauss, retrieved from http://
www.smithsonianmag.com/science–
nature/Looking–Back–on–the–Limits–
of–Growth.html

17 MAY 01:30 PM

T2

WASTE FLOWS

PM

17 MAY 02:00 PM

17 MAY 02:30 PM

17 MAY 03:00 PM

17 MAY 03:30 PM
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WASTE FLOWS
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Icon of David Pollay, retrieved from http://bewareofgarbagetrucks.com/wordpress/2011/08/living–the–law–22–the–sound–of–gratitude/
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Born and raised in Santiago de Chile,
Francisco holds an Architecture
Degree from the Pontificia
Universidad Catolica de Chile, and
a Master in Urban Design from the
same university.
Francisco has been involved in some
of the most challenging situations
an Urbanist could face. In 2008 he
was part of the Urban Assymetries
workshop with the TU Delf university,
which undertook the redevelopment
of the largest groceries market of
Santiago. In 2009 he participated as
a Teaching Assistant in the Chaiten
Workshop, which involved students
from undergraduate and graduate
degrees, as well as the University of
Melbourne. This workshop studied
the resettlement of the small village
of Chaiten in the Chilean Patagonia,
which was ravaged by a massive
volcano eruption in the year 2008. In
2010 Francisco briefly collaborated
with the Observatorio de Ciudades
of the Universidad Catolica on the
elaboration of a preliminary study
for the reconstruction of central
Chile, which was struck by an 8.8
earthquake, one of the largest ever
registered in the world.
Francisco is currently a student of
the Master in City Planning at the
Massachusetts Insitute of Technology,
expecting to obtain his degree in 2013.

M3

The Augmented Urban Gardener
by Laia Mogas–Soldevila

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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CHALLENGE
Madrid’s municipality is deploying
a program to encourage a more
accessible and visible network of
green areas in the city(Ayuntamiento
de Madrid, 2011). It aims to increase
its use by the citizens and raise
a more respectful, supportive,
less aggressive and committed
relationship to the social and
ecological environment of the
city’s parks, gardens and other
small city greens. The program
provides educational tools to
better understand the park
ecology, initiatives that encourage
volunteering to help maintain
the parks and also activities to
understand sustainable practices in
place.
The management of the metropolitan
green areas is critical and complex.
Services required range from the care
of the green heritage itself; irrigation,
mowing, pruning, scarifying or
drainage regulation, to other tasks
like the maintenance of buildings,
furniture, monuments, roads or lakes
(CESPA, 2012).
The current service provider,
‘Ferrovial Servicios’, has created a
new division to launch its “Intelligent
Cities” municipal services offered,
which, they say, could save city
governments up to 20%. Spain’s
150 largest cities spend close to
10 billion euro on services of this
kind, while the 200 largest cities
in the UK spend around 17 billion
euro (Ferrovial, 2011). As Santiago
Olivares, the company CEO explains,
“it’s a new model for managing
municipal services which focuses
on efficiency, improving quality for
citizens, and seeking savings, where
innovation and funding will redefine
the relationship between the city, the
citizen and business.”
Both the City Council and the service
provider want to find new methods
to assess the urban situation. They
aim to collect an accurate diagnose,
provide participatory models for
managing infrastructures through
the use of new technologies and

empower the citizen to make
informed decisions about their
behavior in and ‘with’ the city.
The goal is to measure service
performance, visualize it and enable
citizen’s active role in the city
services completion.
In this particular case, the service
to diagnose is the management
of urban gardens and other green
areas currently fulfilled by Ferrovial’s
‘Cespa’ division.ì
OBJECTIVE
The project wants to initiate a self–
organizing platform that will better
assess the green areas current state
in order to take efficient action in its
maintenance and enjoy better quality
service.
To do so, the municipality, the service
provider and the citizens, have a
very important role which when
performed in collaboration will
generate a feedback opportunity that
will reward all parties.

The system allows citizens
to become managers and designers
of the green areas.
STRATEGY
How does this platform going to
work? And what are the related
strategies that will make it feasible
and successful?
The system will be deployed in the
form of a cross platform mobile
web application with augmented
reality technology. It will provide
the citizens with the opportunity to
become managers and designers of
the city’s green areas.
By doing so they will generate
valuable localized data, which will
update, in real time, database maps
of information pertaining to how the
park is used and his current state.
These maps will become a tool for the
service provider in order to deliver
more efficient management.
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team

Volunteers perfoming self–organized park maintenance tasks. Citizens tend to respect and participate in their environment care, when they feel they are provided
with the tools to control some part of it.
*IMAGE CREDIT: Nueva Acropolis, Voluntariado Ecologico (Buenos Aires,Argentina)

municipality’s public park services
services
evaluation
loop

citizen gardener tools

public forum of discussion about the park
alerts

maintenance
loop

design

park staff restricted tools
N

opinion
loop

shared functionalities
utilities

f
Overview of the mobile web application platform and the feedback loops that it enables.

cespa
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The software aims, not only to store alerts and complaints about the green areas maintenance, but also to enable change within them.
The application provides tools for a full design experience. In the above image it shows it as a tool to design park furniture.

PERSONAL INTERACTIONS
The platform’s software will provide
the citizens a login via social
networks and enable different
tasks of layering information
over a captioned part of the real
world. Tasks like the detection
of any maintenance issue, the
introduction of gardening proposals,
the opportunity of submitting park
furniture designs, or performing
aesthetic evaluations we also be
incorporated.
1 – The first task will be image
overlapping through augmented
reality. The images compared will
be: a set depicting the green areas
ideal state in the appropiate season,
and the current real world image
captured through a mobile device’s
camera.
2 – The second task will be the
active comparison of both images,

and the visual detection of any
problems, desired change proposal,
maintenance failure or aesthetic
impression.
3 – The third task will be the use of
the application’s provided tools to
tag and comment about the visual
inspection, design a proposal or post
an alert about an issue.
4 – The forth task implies the desire
to change. If the user finds that their
ideas or skills could enhance the
park’s state, they can post a project
proposal for the change of a specific
area, or design an improvement for a
piece of park furniture and ... become
a virtual gardener!
5 – The fifth task would be a self–
organizing team of virtual gardeners
willing to support a specific project
and making the appropriate
decisions to finalize it in the real
world.

The platform
provides
information to
the user, an alert
service and active
design tools.
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josh

I propose
to plant
more pine
trees in
the north
prarie to
provide
shadow in
the
summer.

tag

comment

report

place

alert

favourite

read

Platform interface in “observations and issue tracking” mode. John is adding a suggestion about the north prarie with the “forum” toolset.
This is where users share their visions about the park and also help keep it in a good state by posting alerts about any maintenance failures.
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gardening
tools

Anne’s
nenufar
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gardening
tools
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Chris
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shadows.

water
water

flowers

terrain
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flowers

terrain

scrape

trees

lakes

grass

grass

Platform interface in “design” mode. We can see how Anne and Chris are posting gardening projects for some areas of the Juan Carlos I Park in Madrid. This
feature needs login and stores every user design, making it available to the citizen–gardener community. Teams will self–organize to carry out the maintenance or
gardening project in place.
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The final step of the platform
initiative will be the realization of the
project.
That means, citizens becoming real
gardeners and organizing to perform
the actual change in their favorite
park or neighboring green space in
the city.
All the data acquired by the web
application will create very useful
maps of park use and park state of
maintenance. As well as the location
of the ongoing, past and future
projects designed by the citizen–
gardener community. It will depict,
through time, the evolution of the
city’s green areas.

These maps will serve
three purposes:
1 – for the citizens to track what
is going on in their parks;
2 – for the service provider as a tool
to improve their service delivery;
3 – finally for the city to better judge
the service performance.

The data can be displayed
in useful maps, illustrating
the current usage
and condition of the parks.

info

The platform activity can be displayed on urban screens in strategic spots near the green areas in order to engage participation in the platform and inform
pedestrians about the initiative.
Here we can see the: “alerts”, “public services”, “education” and “design projects” layers.

home
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The maps could also be projected in urban park screens during special events, as well as displayed on the web app as an extra layer of feedback.
Here we can see the “service provider staff” map for private use, the “citizens design proposals” map accessed with a login, and the “forum observations” map
accessed publicly within the green area.
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edit
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The software deploys an across
platform web application that
will run the Internet and can be
downloaded any mobile device.
The application allows the general
public to post alerts, opinions or
ideas about the green areas.
The user can also configure a profile
with garden design proposals, the
login to this feature will be provided
via a social network account.
In order to add information to
the platform, image recognition
technology will be in place through
mobile augmented reality techniques
(MAR) that require the user to hold
up their smartphone or tablet
and capture the world through its
camera.
To view digital information
superimposed onto the camera
image, the augmented reality
browser uses: a processor, a GPS and
a solid state compass sensor, as well
as an accelerometer. These pieces
of technology are built into many
mobile device these days, which
consequently makes this project
feasible. The map generation of the
data uploaded will be based on the
location tracker of every mobile
device.

*IMAGE: Iphone 3G spare parts.

Augmented reality applications use the mobile
device GPS, compass, accelerometer and internet
connection to add an extra layer of information to
a portion of the world viewed through the camera.
Of course, new technologies emerge every day
and the use of smartphones or tablets may be
substituted with other devices, like AR–glasses,
in the future.
*IMAGE CREDIT: Google.

*IMAGE CREDIT: Suwappu toys – Dentsu London.
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The application allows the general public to port alerts,
opinions and ideas about the city’s green spaces.
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AN EDUCATIONAL
APPROACH.
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Educational programs for a more
sustainable tomorrow already exist
in Madrid’s parks.
One of the missions of this proposal
will be to provide more innovative
and ubiquitous tools to achieve
existing goals.
The Aula Ambiental in the Retiro Park,
performs some of the educational
and volunteering tasks that are of
great value for initiatives like the one
presented here.

learn

*IMAGES CREDIT: Guía ‘Educar hoy por un Madrid más
sostenible’, proyectos y actividades de sostenibilidad para centros
educativos. Curso 2011/12. Municipality website, Environment
section. (http://www.madrid.es).
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learn

Future gardeners,
Here you will find
some sustainable
gardening tips :)

info

connect

maps

learn
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The tools provided include the “services” palette
that helps users navigate the park and learn tips
about sustainable gardening.
Here the participation of Ferrovial and Cespa will
be key in order to provide sustainable gardening
advice to the future citizen–gardeners that will
carry out their designs in the green areas. In turn
helping to encourage the next generation to
become envolved in their local community.

*IMAGE CREDIT: Custodia del Territorio, Aula de Sostenibilidad de la Escuela Universitaria de Santa Ana y el Ayuntamiento de Almendralejo (http://www.
almendralejosostenible.es/)
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services
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COMMUNITY AND
SUSTAINABILITY
The system helps creating a sense of
community which is key to make the
envisioned Smart City possible. Once
in place, it initiates a continously
growing database composed of
geolocalized images, tags, opinions,
maintenance issues and history of
past and present projects designed
by the citizens.
All this data is stored on the platform
and available to the city and to the
service provider, who can use it to
provide better services. And not
only that, Ferrovial’s Cespa division
can also participate in the platform
by providing feedback to the users
and engage, even more, sustainable
practices in Madrid’s parks.
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cespa

ATTENTION
Area345 needs cleaning.
Sending team-45G.
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Street Information System(SIS) is
an innovation to the public service
management system. It evaluates
the cleanness of the streets in real–
time and automatically notifies the
service provider and the city where
and when the street cleaning service
is necessary. SIS compares live street
conditions with the predefined
“clean state” of the streets using
pattern recognition algorithm
and crowsourcing and determines
whether or not street cleaning
workforce should be dispatched. It
is a revolution to the public service
management system that allows
on–demand public service provision
and performance–based evaluation
method.
SIS is managed by a computer
software that lets the service
provider and the city to maintain
and assess the 3D virtualized Madrid.
It is an integrated network of three
components that complement each
other. It is composed of:
Spotless Madrid the database of the
detailed 3D scanned Madrid by LIDAR
sensors. This 3D model is maintained
at its cleanest state. It is a virtualized
Madrid at its cleanest state
Daily Scan daily updated 3D scanning
using LIDAR sensors installed on the
Ferrovial–owned fleets
Trash Hunt a mobile application that
collects picture of the current status
of the streets from the citizen
THIS IS HOW IT WORKS
Spotless Madrid is maintained at its
“clean state”
SIS collects three dimensional images
from the LIDAR sensors installed on
the Ferrovial–owned fleets and two
dimensional images from the citizen
using Trash Hunt.
SIS automatically detects differences
between the collected images and
the “clean state” using pattern
recognition algorithm. By doing so, SIS
can detect anomalies on the streets

such as a pile of cardboard boxes.
SIS keeps on collecting the data of
anomalies. When the accumulated
level of anomalies mounts up to
a threshold level, SIS notifies the
service provider and the city by
indicating the location and the
content of anomalies.
The system development process of
SIS is complex. The key steps include:
• Building the Basic Program
Infrastructure
• Data Collection
• Image Aligning
• Detecting Trash

citizens collective opinion about
the cleanness becomes an efficient
reference data for evaluating the
performance of public service.
Based on this collective opinion, an
agreement is reached by the service
provider and the city upon the level
of the cleanness each street must
maintein in Madrid. The service
provider and the city can enter into a
contract specifying what percentage
of the Spotless Madrid has to be
maintained in order to keep the
citizens satisfied. The threshold level
of cleanness is then programmed
into SIS.

Building the basic program
infrastructure for SIS starts with
a detailed 3D scanning of Madrid.
When the preliminary scanning is
completed, the default clean status,
which is called the Spotless Madrid,
should be determined. The definition
of cleanness comes from the citizens.
A survey will be conducted from
the frequent users of each street in
Madrid to collect subjective opinions
about the tolerable cleanness of
the streets they use. This survey
can be done by comparing numbers
of photographs, each at different
levels of cleanness. The purpose of
public service is to keep its citizen
satisfied in the end. Therefore,

Data collection mainly consists
of two separate parts. There is the
three dimensional images collected
from LiDAR sensing and there is the
two dimensional pictures taken by
mobile devices of the citizen. The
three dimensional image collection
is done by LIDAR sensors on the
Ferrovial–owned fleets. The vehicles
will scan three dimensional images of
the street of Madrid daily at the time
of various public services provided by
Ferrovial. The two dimensional image
collection is done through a mobile
application called: Trash Hunt. Trash
Hunt asks the users to take pictures
of any trash found on the streets of
Madrid. It then collects pictures and

SIS keeps on collecting the anomalies
data. If the accumulated data of
anomalies amount up to a level
where citizen are dissatisfied, SIS
automatically indicates the point
of anomaly and informs the service
provider and the city where street
cleaning is necessary. The service
provider and the city can enter into
a contract stating the percentage
of cleanness that has to be
maintained.

that there’s certain type of trash that
SIS did not have programmed as trash
in the initial database but citizens
repeatedly send pictures of it. Since
SIS is built with machine learning
features, it accumulates all the data
received and learns from statistical
probabilities that there’s this new
type of trash that needs cleaning. SIS
is a system that learns from human
decisions and keeps evolving.

SIS allows for an on–demand public
service provision and performance–
based evaluation.
system. Amazon Mechanical Turk API
will send out image aligning tasks to
the workers at the ready.
After aligning the images within the
Spotless Madrid, SIS compares the
collected real–time images with the
corresponding images of the
Spotless Madrid. It uses a pattern
recognition algorithm and
automatically detects anomalies
in the streets. SIS collects the data
of the location and intensity of
anomalies (i.e. volume).

SIS is a constantly evolving puzzle.
The public consensus of “clean state”
is updated by occasional survey done
from the frequent users, asking about
their satisfaction level of the street
cleaning service and the perceived
cleanness of the streets. It also
builds upon the citizen response to
from Trash Hunt. When significant
amounts of data are collected from
the citizen, SIS learns from the human
determination. For example, let’s say

Images courtesy of Minjee Kim
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sends them to the SIS control center
(detailed mechanism for Trash Hunt
is explained separately).
Once the images are collected, SIS
automatically aligns both the three
dimensional scannings and the two
dimensional pictures with their
corresponding spot in the Spotless
Madrid. If automatic detection fails
to find the exact location/perspective
of an image, SIS turns to the Amazon
Mechanical Turk API crowdsourcing
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TRASH HUNT
Trash Hunt is like a treasure hunt.
Only this time, you are searching for
trash instead of treasure. Whenever
you spot trash on a street, take a
picture and press send. If you have
successfully spotted trash, your
ranking will go up depending on
the size and type of trash you have
spotted. Spot as much trash as you
can and become a patron of the street
you love. Trash Hunt might even send
you out in a quest to search for a very
specific type of trash.
HOW IT WORKS
Trash Hunt is an augmented reality
game. When a user starts hunting
for trash, they will be prompted

into the Spotless Madrid; Madrid at
its cleanest state. The user is faced
with the mobile device screen as if
they are inside this virtual world.
The user’s mission is to spot as many
differences (i.e. trash) as they can,
between the Spotless Madrid and the
reality. Once a difference is detected,
the user should take a picture of the
spotted trash. This picture is then
automatically sent to SIS Control
Center. SIS determines the category
of the detected trash and sends
feedback to the user. If the picture
successfully captured a legitimate
items of trash the user receives level
up points. The points differ by size
and type. The larger the trash is or
the rarer the trash is, the more points
users receive. However, if a trash has
been already spotted by someone
else, the user is left with no reward.

PATRON OF
CALLE DE CASTILLO

PATRON OF
CALLE DE CARRANZA

TRASH RECOGNITION MECHANISM
When a picture from Trash Hunt
arrives, SIS aligns the picture of the
real world at its corresponding spot
in the Spotless Madrid, using the GPS,
acceleration, magnetic orientation,
and time data stamped on the
picture. After aligning the picture in
its proper position, SIS uses pattern
recognition algorithm to identify
the type of the trash detected. The
detected trash data is updated in the
SIS system for real–time management
and SIS sends back level up points to
the user.

GUARDIAN OF
CALLE DE RUIZ

PASSERBY OF
CALLE DE CARRANZA

PATRON OF
CALLE DE TRAFALGAR

DETAILED STRUCTURE
Levels: Levels differ depending on
how many points you earn. You
are starting from passerby level
and make your way up to frequent
passerby, supporter, guardian, and
finally patron level.

Database: There are stored data for
different types of trash. Once the
database is set, SIS compares the
characteristics of trash from the Trash
Hunt with the existing database. The
characteristics include: size, material,
and figure. Preliminary database
categories include: aluminum can,
bottle, cardboard box, cigarette butt,
paper, pile of dust, wood box and
furniture. SIS understands that the
preliminary database is insufficient
to cover nearly infinite possibilities of
trash found on streets. Therefore the
database constantly evolves into a
more comprehensive one by machine
learning.

Quests: Quests are minute missions
from Trash Hunt. As a reward, you
earn special titles of acknowledgment. Some examples of quests are:
spot a cigarette butt, a cardboard box,
and a can in a consecutive order and
become the Sequential Lord, or spot
10 beer bottles and become the King
of the Beer.

trash
spotted...

SIS CONTROL CENTER
p i c t ur e o f t r ash w i t h G P S ,
ac c el er at i o n , m agn et i c
o r i en t at i o n , an d t i m e d at a.

IMAGE ALIGNING
PATTERN RECOGNITION

Diagram depicting mechanism of how the trash
hunt works.
Images courtesy of Minjee Kim
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TYING PEOPLE TO PLACES
Trash Hunt ties people to places.
People are prone to take on the
responsibility of public spaces when
they have certain level of attachment
to the place. If it is a space they enjoy
to be in or if it is a space where they
have to use everyday, then there’s
a reason for them to take care of
space. Trash Hunt ties together public
spaces with the people who have the
motivation to improve each space.
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Geo^Intel software for LiDAR scanning and 3D
modeling. Mapping photographs with the LiDAR
scanned 3D model provides realistic depiction
of space.
Image in courtesy of Geo Digital

URBAN
INTERACTION
The beauty of SIS is in its potential
beyond just street cleaning services.
It can also detect broken curb stones,
potholes, and sidewalk erosion. These
can be all categorized as anomalies
of urban infrastructure different
from the Spotless Madrid. The various
infrastructure services can become
separate layers that sit on top of
Spotless Madrid.
For example, SIS manager can turn
on/off layers of:
• Street Cleaning
• Street Landscaping
• Road Maintenance
• Sidewalk Maintenance

These individual layers will contain
the deficiency data of each services.
The city and the service provider
can enter into a contract for each
of the services that is guided to
maintain the level of public service
above the threshold. The city and the
service provider are both granted to
access and use of SIS. By doing so,
they mutually benefit from having
a system that comprehensively
manages different public services.
SIS offers the best way to maintain,
update, be informed about the urban
condition.
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Image in courtesy of Minjee Kim

SPOTLESS MADRID
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Image in courtesy of SENSEable City Lab, MIT
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LiDAR sensing technology is quite
simple: the distance between
the source of the laser and the
earth’s surface is measured by
determining the travelling time of
a light pulse. It is mostly used for
military purposes or large scale land
surveying such as for agriculture,
developing and managing natural
resources, or mitigating the impacts
of natural disasters. However, recent
technologies have begun using
LiDAR sensing in infrastructure
management and even street
mapping.
Basically, the laser scanner produces
an optical pulse that is transmitted,
reflected off an object, and returned
to the scanner’s receiver. The pulse
is traveling at the speed of light and
it can be converted into a range
measurement. Combining laser
range, laser scan angle, and the laser

position and orientation, accurate 3D
target coordinates can be calculated
for each pulse. The collected 3D
coordinates can be processed using
SIS Software, which imports the
collected coordinates into a 3D
model.
The technology requires high
resolution laser scanners described
above, Global Positioning System
(GPS), and Inertial Navigation System
(INS). GPS is used to determine the
exact location with the accuracy
that can be up to 1cm. INS provides
the position, velocities, and the
altitude of a vehicle by measuring the
acceleration and rotation.
Currently, there are several private
companies offering airborne LiDAR
mapping “services” and there
are some emerging companies
already providing street LiDAR
sensing on a mobile vehicle to scan
highways, infrastructure, buildings,
and trees. The existence of a

LIDAR SENSOR
DIGITAL CAMERA

commercial use of LiDAR technology
demonstrates its financial and
technological feasibility. According
to the technology described by the
companies, the scanning is done 360
degrees with the range of 300m at
normal driving speeds. The point–to–
point accuracy of the laser is close to
10mm and the GPS position accuracy
is approximately 3cm. There are
four digital cameras accompanying
the laser scanner to combine the
3D models and two dimensional
photographs to create realistic
texture mapping. The images can be
accurately time stamped with GPS
integration. This allows the computer
software to accurately align the
images with the 3D model.

LiDAR sensor and digital camera installed on an
existing cleaning truck.
Images courtesy of Minjee Kim

Image courtesy of IGI mbH and 3D Laser Mapping

Image courtesy of Minjee Kim
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Currently there are already many
companies that offer software to
manage LiDAR scanned images. Most
of the software is designed to manage
large scale infrastructure such as
railway, electric utilities, mining,
forestry, and pipeline. However, few
companies offer pedestrian level
street 3D modeling using mobile
LiDAR sensors attached to a truck.
As a byproduct, these companies
also offer software to manage the
scanned models. Especially for street
level city modeling, the software is
designed to be user friendly. Most
of the LiDAR scanned image do not
have natural colors but instead have
rainbow spectrum color designated
to the elevation. However, these user
friendly software automatically maps
the photographs for realistic texture
mapping.
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REAL–TIME STREET
CLEANNESS
SIS can also be projected on a two
dimensional map similar to the traffic
map. This simplified map will display
the cleanness of the individual
streets of Madrid by color codes,
ranging from clean to extremely dirty.
This map will be updated in real–time
as the pictures collected from Trash
Hunt are automatically updated to
the Base Model. This codified map
of street cleanness is accessible by
the service provider and the city for
maintenance purpose. However,
it can also be open to the public,
sharing information on the public
service.

Image courtesy of © 2011 Google,
© 2011 Tele Atlas
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SITUATING
Contrary to the process of
manufacturing, distributing,
purchasing, and consuming items in
the upstream end of the waste cycle,
in the bulk of the waste collection
process there is very little knowledge
or effort put into the identification of
brand, products, or packaging. Even in
the labor–intensive process of multi–
and single stream recycling this
remains true–even in Spain where
there is such extensive infrastructure
and labor dedicated to the process.
Consequently there is a lack of
knowledge, which in turn affects
all members of the recycling waste
stream:
Users don’t know how to sort things
nor what they are worth
Governments don’t know who is
making these things
Manufacturers don’t know who is
consuming these things
Waste collectors don’t know the bulk
value of their collections
Bulk recycled waste purchasers don’t
know the quality of sorting of things
Re–manufacturers don’t know where
to find things
GOALS AND MEANS
This project then aims to carry
the same attention to products
throughout the stream and help
to generate a more complete
waste cycle, specifically from
the perspective and scale of the
individual consumer and their local
interface with the cycle, namely are
their neighborhood recycling points.
By using the same International
Article Number (EAN) barcodes that
are used at point of sale, data can be
read and collected at the recycling
point to aid the sorting process and
contribute to overall understanding
of the items flow in the cycle.
PARTICIPANTS
While intervening at only the very
small scale of individual recycling
bins, their diffusion throughout the
city and the waste cycle aims to
engage all the current participants
in the waste generation, disposal,
and re–use phases. In addition to

the individual consumers who will
be able to collect recycling deposits
from identified items, the waste
collector and subsidiary of urban
service conglomerate Ferrovial,
Cespa along with the companies to
which it sells its sorted reyclables,
Ecoembes and Ecovidrio, will take
advantage of the generated data and
sorting improvements. Additionally,
the proposed device and system
allow the formalized introduction
of another end–of–stream partner,
up–cyclers of specialty waste.
Numerous examples of such
organizations already exist in Spain
and elsewhere with varying degrees
of formal organization but none
of them are currently integrated
into the municipal cycle. Examples
include Basurama, a small network
of artists that make public works
out of waste items, and Terracycle a
slightly more formalized network of
re–users the partner with pre–and
post–consumer waste producers to
create unique products for sale. These
organizations benefit from the on–
site identification of disposed items
for their projects while expanding
the means of waste reuse. Finally, the
Communidad de Madrid and other
levels of government will benefit by
increased knowledge of the items
processed, and most significantly
they will be able to identify the
manufacturers of items disposed
enabling a new quantitative mode of
checking their actions.

merlot
750 ml
Green glass

HOW IT WORKS
In order to allow for minimal fixed
capital costs, the initial design is an
‘expansion pack’ for the common
neighborhood recycling containers
located at the end of one’s street. The
expansion pack is easily bolted onto
the existing container needing no
special skills, attachments, or external
power (it is solar powered); once the
system has developed further new
‘augmented’ recycling bins with
similar but enhanced components
of the expansion pack built into the
bin will begin replacing the old ones
on the street. When the user arrives
at the recycling point, they first tap
their
unique member card
(ideally soda
merlot
orange
the local public transport card will
750
ml
20 oz
interface) to the device’s RFID reader
inGreen
order toglass
identify theirClear
account.
plastic #3

merlot
750 ml
Green glass

orange soda
20 oz
Clear plastic #3

dutch beer
12 oz
Aluminum

orange soda
20 oz
Clear plastic #3

dutch beer
12 oz
Aluminum

The data accumulated on each device
will be collected along with the items
deposited by Cespa’s collection truck
thereby eliminating any requirements
for data or telecommunications
connection. The data is then synced
with a central database that
aggregates data from all the bins
distributed around the city. With
every deposit information is gathered
about the type of item, its material, its
brand manufacturer, the anonymized
ID of the user who deposited it, the
date and time of disposal, and finally
its disposal point via the bin’s given
numeric ID. A full system map is then
possible of the different variables,
enabling Cespa to monitor previously
unknown or unseen aspects of the

collection operation. This information
Cespa can then share with its
partners, including bulk recycled
waste purchasers and re–users, and
its client the Communidad de Madrid.
IMPACTS
The ultimate results of the system
are both local and global to the
waste stream. Individual users gain
deposit credit for their recycled
items which also encentivises
improved recycling overall, while
locally their ability to sort those
items is improved. The benefit of
that sorting is then passed on to
Cespa then receive fewer penalties
from its clients, Ecoembes and
Ecovidrio who receive more useable
and profitable waste material, and
ultimately the Communidad who are
penalized less by the bulk recyclers.
The up–cycling groups are able to tap
into a large and diverse network of
items while eliminating some of the
waste stream that goes elsewhere
less productively. And finally the data
generated is an entirely new source
of value for the major parties, each
of whom derive their own specific
benefits from it but in general the
collected data improves clarity and
accountability within the system.
Joining the collection companies
and their government clients, the
data allows governments to enter
back into the beginning of the waste
stream by pursuing manufacturers

to make changes based on the data.
Access to the data for manufacturers
and suppliers can be traded for
extended producer responsibility,
or conclusions found in the data,
concerning for example an excess
of packaging material in certain
products or the popularity of certain
more difficultly recycled materials,
can be leveraged to work with
companies to harmonize materials
for packaging with end–of–stream
recyclers.
COMPLETING THE WASTE CYCLE
From each of the steps along
the normally linear and single–
directional waste stream, various
byproducts are produced both
intentionally or unintentionally.
From detailed fabrication and just–
in–time delivery specifications to
real–time supermarket stock tallies to
tabulations of waste sorting accuracy,
numerous types of metadata as
well as tangible subproducts are
generated for the almost exclusive
use of the organizations at this point
in the cycle. However, this data can
be leveraged together for the benefit
of all parties involved in the cycle
to increase value and knowledge
of the system’s working. The Waste
Bin Supermarket is an attempt to
make use of the existing features of
the system to do just this in order to
better complete the waste cycle.

manufacturer
Factory
collection
Communidad

point of sale
Vendor

$

consumer
Residence
01001110011
0001011101
0 0 0 0 01111 0
0101010101
0 011 01 0 0 01
0 011 0 011 0 0

transfer
Contractor

destination
Recycler

All participants of the waste cycle plug into the reciprocating secondary cycle of value and information for
mutual benefit and to move closer to a close waste cycle.
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Bottles, cans, and other recyclable
containers are then scanned as they
would be at a supermarket, and once
item is identified the appropriate bin
for the item’s material is signaled
by sound and flashing light. Once
deposited, the designated deposit
value of the item is then credited to
the user’s account which is displayed
to the user on the device’s LCD screen.
Additionally the screen advertises the
current special items being sought
through the upcycling partner that
will yield higher deposit returns as
well as a leader board of the top
users and their cumulative deposit
amounts for the given period to
encourage the user to compete.
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street
side

neighbor
hood

While this project may benefit all points in the
waste collection system, it is recommended for
pilot at neighborhood drop–off points typically
sited at the end of one’s street and already in use
currently by a regular populations, rather than
casual passers–by.

side
walk

punto
limpio

PERSONAL
INTERACTION

most recycling points, it will enable
in the future a far more advanced
sorting process for various material
and color variations of the usual
recycling suspects: glass, metal,
and plastic. Finally, as the item is
deposited into the correct container
an approving audible signal is heard
(and a negative one if incorrect) and
the amount of the deposit value for
the given item is then automatically
credited to the account of the user.

1

2

3

Diagram showing the three key steps for drop–off of recyclable items: tap recycling account card, scan items to deposit, and deposit them in the correctly signaled
bin.
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Interacting with the Waste Bin
Supermarket differs little from the
already existing recycling process for
people in their neighborhoods as the
same receptacles are used. The user
first taps their recycling account card
to ‘log–in’ to the system; this account
is ideally merged with their existing
public transportation card in their
given city.

Then, one at a time, the user
scans their containers and other
recyclables with EAN or UPC bar
codes with the omni–directional
scanner, just as one does when
checking out at a supermarket. When
the item is recognized by the system,
an audible chime and a visual cue
(a flashing light) signal the correct
recycling bin for the given item.
While this certainly simplifies the
existing sorting process between
the 3–4 bins usually available at
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It is important for the feasibility
of any such project as this to be
implemented in a strategic and
incremental manner so as to target
capital investments in an effective
way. To this end, The Waste Bin
Supermarket is designed to be
deployed in a highly dispersed, yet
not ubiquitous, way in two phases.
In the initial phase, it is important
to make use of the great many of
existing recycling bins scattered
widely throughout the city so as to
maximize the investment already
expended as well as to avoid
disturbing familiarity with the current
system.

Thus the technology of the first phase
is to be a small portable device that
can be easily mounted onto the
existing bins around the city. And in
order to ensure a simple addition the
device must be entirely independent
in terms of both electrical and
telecommunications connections. The
device is small and made up entirely
of several existing technologies
all included in one device. An RFID
reader senses account information
from cards tapped to it as in public
transportation systems throughout
the world and an omni–directional
bar code scanner reads EAN and UPC
labels on items from the bottom.
Similarly a simple low–power LCD
display is used with a simple buzzer
and LEDs for signalling. Inside the

bin, attached to its door, is a simple
infrared sensor to verify the deposit
of each scanned item. To further limit
issues of multiple scanning of the
same item, a restriction is set for the
number of items of the same type that
can be scanned in a given time period.
Finally a solar panel integrated
into the device is recommended for
all power needs of the device, and
all collection of the data sourced
from users shall be collected by the
same trucks that regularly pick up
the contents of the bins, which are
already amply equipped with many
such technologies.
The second phase device calls for
most of the same technologies but
mobilized in a far more integrated,

the expansion pak
Optional
Solar Panel

Data Collection
from Truck

Speaker
LED Signal
LCD Screen

Card Tap
UPC Reader

Diagram of the first phase Waste Bin Supermarket device to be easily attached to existing recycling bins throughout the city.

the all-in-one
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machine, it is deposited into the
bottom of the bin by the rotating
of the interior cylinder. Second,
there are two LCD screens of much
high resolution. The first, located
on the top of the machine, is used
as the primary user interface to
display relevant information about
the products scanned and account
information. The second screen on
the side of the bin is used to advertise
the various sponsors, specific items
collected, or the latest information
regarding deposits or depositors
to passersby, further encouraging
prospective users to participate.
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intuitive, and extensive way. All of
the functionality of the first phase,
along with other new features, are
incorporated into a complete bin to
progressively replace the existing
bins that will have been adapted
with the Expansion Pak as they
are in need of repair. There are two
major innovations with this next
phase. The first is that all items are
scanned, not physically by the user,
but automatically by the machine
itself as they are deposited one–
by–one into the deposit tube of the
machine where an interior line of bar
code scanners is located. In this way
the process is made less laborious
and difficult for the user and issues
of multiple scans of the same item
impossible. Once scanned by the

Audio/Visual Signal
Solar Panel (rear)
Optional
Solar Panel
Deposit Tube
LCD Display
(advertisements/upcycling)
RFID Card Reader

EAN Bar Code Reader
Rotating Deposit Cylinder
Deposited Bottle
Release Opening
Drain for Liquids
Infrared Opening Sensor

Diagram describing the second phase device that integrates expanded functionality into a far more integrative and user–friendly form.
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the upcycle container

?
Diagram showing the various bin types at each given recycling point but with an additional upcycling bin that is variously sponsored by one of three (or more)
possible sources for upcycling.

In addition to the standard regular
three separation containers at
recycling points and their anticipated
more specific versions enabled by the
scanning technologies, an additional
type of bin will be provided to collect
a yet greater range of items for re/up–
cycling. Upcycling is a process where
items – normally post–consumer or
pre–consumer packaging – are reused
for other purposes that actually
increase their post–consumer value.
It is made possible by a variety of
schemes and partners including
the original manufacturers (both
voluntarily and via Extended Producer
Responsibility programs), makers
of products of these materials, or
organizations creating specific
projects from specific items such

as art organizations. By partnering
with these organizations, the waste
collector and those organizations
benefit from the increasing efficiency
brought to each other’s business
through their own services. In order
to do this, a specific bin is allotted
at each recycling site that could,
regularly or on a rotating basis,
be sponsored by one of the above
organizations. Material is collected
here in the same way it is at the other
bins, but the details of the items
to be collected here are set by the
individual aims of the sponsoring
organization This material is then
collected by the same waste collector
as the other bins, reducing their total
amount to be landfilled and collecting
new values from those reusers.

The LCD screens of the Waste Bin
Supermarket devices in both the first
and second phases display various
bits of information to the user. This
information can also be accessed via
the Waste Bin Supermarket website
and online account system via a user’s
laptop, tablet, or smartphone. Most
simply and importantly, the screen is
used to communicate the value of the
deposit amount of each item as it is
being deposited as well as the current
accumulated balance of deposit value
collected on the user’s account. Also a
current ranking of other users during
a given period (for example that day
or month, or that particular bin or
neighborhood). This helps to foster a
sense of community and competition
around the project that also
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0.05

YOUR TOTAL DEPOSITS 32.12

today's top depositors
BASURAMA MAMA
ENVASADORA
BANDITO DE RECICLAJE
EL JEFE DE BOTELLAS
VIDRILENO

Tarjeta

Tarjeta

Reciclaje

Reciclaje

del

TODAY'S SPECIAL ITEMS LIST
8.06
6.83
6.43
4.86
4.72

CAPRI SUN 200ML
CORONA GLASS 355ML
TIDE DETERGENT 1.5L
FOUR LOKO 710 ml
orangina 200ml

0.08
0.12
0.18
0.07
0.10

del

Diagram of the various interfaces and types of information to be displayed on the screens of the recycling bins and the Waste Bin Supermarket website.

increases usership and excitement.
By partnering with upcycling
organizations, the collection
point is able to receive a greater
range of items on a continuously
evolving basis. For many of these
items, higher value deposits will
be available as they are sponsored
by the given organizations behind
them, whether art groups needing
particular items, post–consumer
raw material industries, or upstream
manufacturers through Extended
Producer Responsibility programs.
Finally the collected deposits can be
managed and used in one of three
ways via the Waste Bin Supermarket
website: the amount can be collected
at a reduced percentage via check,
it can be directly donated to specific

charities targeted by the website, or
special products from the sponsoring
manufacturers can be purchased
as part of a hybrid marketing and
extended producer responsibility
scheme.
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VITAMIN WATER
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On the other side of the very personal
interaction of the user interface
and the collection of deposit values,
a great quantity of data is being
generated to be of use for numerous
organizations involved in the waste
stream. The scanning of the bar code
generates information including the
brand manufacturer, specific material
type, the anonymized user ID, date
and time of deposit, and the number
identifying the bin in which it was
deposited. Much of this information
is either already available in existing
databases or easily generated in the
device itself, while a minimal amount
such as specific material type would
need to be generated specifically

4

for this project for the most popular
items, though this collection would
grow with the use of the system.
This information is collected by the
same waste collection organizations
that furnishes and/or collects the
deposited waste and would give a
great depth of information about
the daily flows and operations of
the overall system as well as very
localized moments and individuals.
The information can be aggregated
to tell completely new, and
highly specific, stories around
the waste stream, temporally and
geographically. Most important,
however, is that a completely new
parallel economy of data is produced
on top of the waste economy
that offsets much of the costs

associated with implementing the
Waste Bin Supermarket system. The
data collected, depending on the
ownership scheme worked out, can
be sold between others or used to
leverage change in manufacturing
(via publically legislated or privately
initiated Extended Producer
Responsibility schemes), consumer,
disposal, or collection patterns via
either public or private organizations.
Additionally this data may be offered
via API to public users, to greater
or lesser degrees of specificity, to
develop their own visualizations or
to push for their own improvements
of the consumer process or policy
changes.

plastico #3
user #643-265
12-04-2012
bin #3321

5

5¢

Tarjeta
del

Reciclaje

Diagram showing the products of the bar code scan, monetary and informational, including brand manufacturer, detailed material type, anonymized user ID,
date and time of deposit, and geo–locatable bin number.
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fewer penalties
material requests
info
products
manufacturer id
deposit?

MADRID
fewer penalties

better sorting
sorting info

manufacturer

Diagram representing the flow of the new data economy generated via the Waste Bin Supermarket to
leverage new value, policy, and manufacturing processes.
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data mining Cespa + Madrid + Manufacturers
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Travis Bost is an architectural
designer and a student of urbanism,
landscape, and ecology. He specializes
in research involving the politics of
ecology and the forms engendering
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and B.Arch. degrees from Tulane
University in New Orleans and will
complete the Master of Design
Studies program at the Harvard
Graduate School of Design in 2012.
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Sensing Panzon
by Zach Youngerman

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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The deposition of waste in historic
Madrid is an odd example of physical
dissonance. The city has a typically
European, refined, even meticulous
sensibility in its built environment
and management thereof. Garbage
collection and street cleaning are
carried out with technological
prowess. In an effort seemingly to
keep the infrastructure and service
of waste collection invisible, many
of the official trash bins are no larger
than a household paper bin. Yet they
often overflow with garbage. Lacking
back alleys, small local merchants
are permitted to dump their waste at
what become informal crude piles.
The Senzing Panzon solves this by
creating iconic, intelligent trash bins
that become part of the tourist–
scape. If invisibility contributes to
a mess, then the spectacle of the
panzon will create the conditions for
cleanliness. The rudimentary trash
can is transformed into and by the
symbol of Madrid. It is a trash bin
as refined as the rest of the urban
experience of the city.
SMELLING THE CITY
However, some elements of
cleanliness are easier to define than
others. The presence of items near
but not in trash cans is evident.
But this might be deemed simply
as clutter. Another characteristic
associated with cleanliness has been
a concern since the earliest days of
cohabitation and part of the ideals of
urbanism in the modern city building
era: clean air. Municipally treated
drinking water flush sewage systems,
the elimination of livestock in the
city for food and transportation
and discovery of antibiotics have
eliminated hygiene issues in the
presence of the daily lives of
urbanites with one exception: the
smelly trash can.
The bacteria that decompose organic
matter create gases – hydrogen
sulphide, and ammonia – which are
toxic at high concentrations but
are simply pungent and unpleasant
at lower concentrations. It is these
smells which often create the
viscerally negative reactions to trash.

Technologies can detect the
presence of these gases and their
concentration levels. Building off of
the model of the Big Belly, the Panzon
will wirelessly transmit information
about gas levels inside, at the mouth
of the bin, and on the sidewalk itself
(as a control).
Where science can determine
toxicity, sensitivity to smells is a
matter of sensibility – a rather human
endeavor. Different individuals and
groups of individuals have different
tolerances. In other words, the tools
need calibration.

but to make them more aware of the
system. Secondly, Cespa can have a
much better idea of the quality of
materials which they will be picking
up. If Cespa believes from the audio
detection and recognition system
that certain recycling bins are
significantly contaminated, they can
send garbage trucks rather than risk
being penalized.
In each case, audio as well as
touch–screens provide the best
interface. Given the possibility for
touch–screens to get dirty quickly
and the high number of blind people
in Madrid, having an audio system

The Panzon will create a sophisticated
sensory experience on par with the rest
of Madrid.
Given the variety of human
experience, smell calibration based
on a handful of Cespa employees or
government staff doesn’t make good
sense given that the users of the bins
will be a combination of Madrilenos,
Spaniards, and foreign tourists.
Instead then, feedback generated
from users will allow the creation of
the standard of acceptability of smell.
Once this standard has been created,
Cespa will have an objective metric
by which their work can be measured.
A similar device can be used for
calibration of an acoustic detection
system that can be installed in high–
value item bins also transmitting
sound data wirelessly. Building
up a collection of recordings will
allow software to detect patterns.
Current software is not sophisticated
enough to determine the sound
waves produced by certain materials,
however it can recognize patterns.
Asking users what they’ve deposited
– through audio and/or a touch–
screen – will create the possibility to
recognize what materials have been
deposited.
There are two related outcomes from
this measure. The first is that patrons
can be alerted if they have deposited
an incorrect material, not necessarily
asking for them to reach into the bin
and pull out the offending object,

to talk to and listen to patrons is
important. However, the number
of Spanish dialects as well as the
diversity of foreign tourists means
that a touch–screen is an accessible
interface – once an audio message
and short light display has captured
the attention of the user. The
frequency of ATM use by foreigners
suggests that this would be a
comfortable model.
Although the technological methods
of gathering information are perhaps
flashy and expensive, they need
not be deployed across a district.
They can be distributed based on
expected demographic segments or
in locations of heavy uses.
In this mechanism, use is not only
a record but also a shaper of the
environment. The geo–referenced
bins will record the smellscape inside
and outside the bins. This data can
be visualized, making a previously
invisible and unknown characteristic
of the city apparent.
Once the platform is created, Cespa
can solicit merchants in an area
to purchase additional sensors to
measure other aromas – coffee
or cured ham, say. Smells can be
mapped not just for managing
disgust, but for enticing pleasure.
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Current trash bins are too small for the materials
and cannot adapt to their surroundings, despite
often being connected (physically) to electric
infrastructure.

Photos by the author
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INTERACTIVE ICON
When approaching the series of
trash bins, the user will recognize a
deconstructed herald of the city of
Madrid. Communication occurs before
interaction: the fruit of the madrono
tree from which the city is said to
have derived its toponym has become
an ambient beacon. Potential users
are alerted from a distance whether
they have been recently cleaned
(blue) or whether they are full or
smelly (orange). Some bins are simply
communicative others are interactive.
Communication is visual and auditory.
In addition to the typical symbols
for different categories of waste
displayed on the appropriate bin, the
contents of each bin – trash, organic
material, plant fiber, glass/metal/
plastic, dog waste will be visible
through transparent screens. The
user will roll open the top of a bin and
toss in material. If the material has
been misplaced, the bin will create
an unpleasant alarm and red light for
several seconds or until it is re–opened.
When the correct material has been
placed up, the bin can randomly play
any combination or variation of bright
lights, eating sounds, or statements.

The shield of Madrid is transformed
from a decal into ...

a beacon signalling fullness and smell

a new handle

the bin itself

The bin can also encourage collection
and deposition of trash on the ground
outside the bin by flashing lower
lights.
Certain sets of bins will be equipped
with small touchpad screens and
speech integration and recognition
hardware and software. After
depositing material, users will be
asked audibly and on the screen
“how do I smell?” On the screen,
users will be able to navigate to their
native language or dialect, or they
may simply reply. If the user replies
from a recognized list of negative
words, the screen will ask another
prompt, “What do I smell like?” The
third question that is asked is “what
did you deposit?” This information
will help Cespa understand the user
perception of cleanliness and the
level of contamination – particularly
important for valuable recyclables.
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“HOLD ON, LET ME JUST
THROW OUT MY SODA.”

“WHAT?...DID THAT GARBAGE
CAN JUST––

“I’M LISTENING...”
“WELL, SO I TOLD MANNY NOT TO...”

“THANK YOU”

“HAHAHA. OH MAN – ––”

“HOW DO I SMELL?”
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SMELLSCAPE
The two urban impacts of the
Panzon are the mapping of district
smellscapes and the creation of a
cosmopolitan standard of stench.
The ambient nature of smell means
that Cespa is responsible for point–
source pollution of something
inherently ambulatory. Their
monitoring cannot occur just inside
the trash bin or when a user opens
the bin, it also has to be done in spots
where bins are not in order to make
sure that smellers aren’t responding
negatively to odors generated down
the block.

This map will allow for the
visualization of the olfactory
environment. While the map will
indicate only the presence or absence
of unpleasant or harmful smells,
the city and merchants will have
incentive to add sensors that can
detect pleasant aromas.
Meanwhile, the integration of
Madrileno and foreign olfactory
sensibilities in the process of creating
standard smell acceptability is a
reforming of the environment.
“…[S]enses are constructed and lived
differently in different societies and
periods. The perceptual is cultural
and political, and not simply (as
psychologists and neuroscientists
would have it) a matter of

The Senseable Panzon becomes a noted part of the urban experience and a piece of infrastructure

cognitive processes or neurological
mechanisms located in the individual
subject.” (Howes, Architecture of the
Senses)
By incorporating users in the
co–creation of this standard, the
environment begins to reflect their
sensibilities.

5 pp million Ammonia or
5 pp billion Hydrogen Sulfide

3-4.9 ppm Ammonia or
2-4.9 ppb Hydrogen Sulfide

0-2.9 ppm Ammonia or
0-1.9 ppb Hydrogen Sulfide

Each dot on the map represents a unique mass
spectrometry detector, in or outside of a bin.
Color–coded to represent concentrations of gases,
the sensors reveal patterns when compiled.
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HUMAN CALIBRATION
The successful implementation of the
bins relies on a variety of sensors. A
passive infrared sensor detects the
presence of material outside and
at the base of the bin. An infrared
emitter and sensor detects when a
user has deposited material in the bin
as well as how full the bin is.
LEDs are used on the bins and as
part of the beacon to communicate
to users the state of cleanliness/
fullness.
The most innovative technologies
are the acoustic event detection and
classification hardware and software
as well as the mass spectrometric
sensors. The latter sensors, placed
inside the bin, at the opening, and
throughout the area where Cespa
has contracts allow the company
to monitor concentrations of gases.
However it is only in combination
with user feedback that Cespa can
determine what concentrations are
acceptable or unacceptable.

“It is only upon establishing a
relationship to sensory perception
that the e–nose and e–tongue
instruments can then be substituted
for sensory panels in giving objective
classifications for quality control,
process monitoring, authenticity,
shelf–life stability and differences
between samples or products.”
(Baldwin, Electronic Noses and
Tongues)
Calibration is necessary because
“sensing involves a fusion of
sensation and signification, of
stimulus and meaning.” (Howes,
Architecture of the Senses)
A similar type of calibration is
needed for the acoustic event and
detection system. Such systems can
recognize patterns in sound, but
those patterns need to be recorded
and classified. In the case of the
“e–nose” and the “e–ear,” digital
information must be collected,
transmitted (in this case wirelessly
to Cespa offices), and classified in
comparison with input. By asking
users what they have deposited,
the electronic ear records not just
patterns but text descriptions. Once

LANDFILL
TRASH

BEAR BEACON

ACOUSTIC DETECTION SYSTEM MICROPHONE
GAS SPECTROMETRY DETECTOR
TOUCH SCREEN
INFRARED CAMERA

enough information is collected
and classified, the electronic ear will
be able to recognize the sound of
different materials. Integrated with
other software, the bin can alert
users if material has been placed in
the incorrect bin and alert Cespa to
the quality of materials.

ORGANIC
WASTE

WOOD
FIBERS

PLASTIC, GLASS, METAL
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